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The End from The Beginning

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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This is how you actually do most things, you begin with the end, and then work
towards it from it’s beginning; and ideally, as long it is birthed of GOD; you succeed. The clearer the view of the end, the better each beginning will be. It must be
clear, concise, precise, enough for you to have a clear view, a good understanding
to know what is required of you that gives you the strength, the vision, the understanding to keep you on track with this two point reference, hold on to it, do not let
it go, follow GOD with it and through it as it must end up bringing you closer to
HIM. As you get closer to your end point, remember, it becomes the the genesis
point to take you to the next step; to a greater glory, to a greater faith, to a greater
love; it must all be done in love and with love for it to be of true lasting value at all.
GOD will determine your steps, and anoint you for the purpose and give you The
Plan as you need to the degree that you need. Trust HIM, follow HIM, and pursue
HIM, and run, yes run your race! HE is your ultimate Goal; HE is THE END. All endpoints that He has journeyed you on will end up closer to HIM WHO is THE END;
MASHIACH is The Goal of The Torah for righteousness to every one who believes.
Romans 10:4. Do not just think what you have to do; think and pray about what
has to get done; know The End Point, know The GOD Goal; know where you’re going, and stay on GOD’s Track. You do this in small things, in big things, in various
things; now you need to do this in all things, and make sure that your ‘all things’
are GOD’s. Keep running your race, keep fighting the good fight, keep your faith
strong. By knowing the end from the beginning and going from the beginning to
each end we can grow stronger-more faithful-and ever more glorify GOD!!! Amen!!
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The Heart of The Matter
The End...
‘Things in time and

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

the way… until the
space come to an
last step, which is
end; which was al- the final step, the
ways to be… you
step of completion,
need to know its
the fruition, of all
end to know where that has gone on
to end, finish, and
before, the apex,
complete, the task, it’s zenith, is truly
job, adventure at
done. A sense of
hand… it must be
completion will fill
known, it must be
you, a sense of
clearly seen, under- ‘done’ will rise up
stood, and enviin your soul; and it
sioned. Being real- will be well, bringized every step of
ing a smile to your

face, and satisfaction
to your soul. The world
and place of your influence will be blessed
by your reaching the
end of your GOD appointed and anointed
task; you will hear a
“well done”, when you
have finished your
race! Amen AMEN!

The Beginning...
It all begins in the beginning. You must
begin. Even when
you know the end,
you will never get
there, unless you
begin. And where do
you begin? It must be
the first point of the
end. It is subtle, but it
will become obvious.
Unless your begin-

ning is the beginning
to an end, a specific
end, you may well
have just started to
veer off course from
the beginning, and
thus, to that degree
you will be off course.
You must have a clear
view of the end, and a
true beginning is intrinsically part of the

end; being the first
part. So you must
make a solid, clear, intended beginning that
brings you exactly that
far in the direction of
the end, having that
much of the end in it;
and then you would
have accomplished a
true beginning, having
well begun your task.
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Did you know
Biblical Prophecy has
a 100 % success rate?
It has been 100 % true
in It’s accuracy and
detailed fulfillments.
GOD will Return, He
has Promised, HE has
said so, thus it will be
so, HE told us something as an End Point
that we would and
should know from The

Beginning when it was
said to the apostles in
the first century and
written to all HIS believers throughout all centuries, that HE will return; first in the pretribulation rapture, and
then at The End of the
tribulation to put it to an
end. Be there with HIM!!

Your Hebrew Lesson
One of The Hebrew
Words for: end, as In:
The End, in Hebrew is:
Sof: Spelled: SamechWaw/Vav-Pey Sofit. It
is rich in meaning. The
meaning we will address here is, letter by
letter: To support and
establish the intensely
spoken. This means

that: an end; is designed to support the
process, to arrive fully
at that which the finaleternal word that is
spoken by The Mouth
of GOD. This is the
more essential sense
as applicable to GOD
and HIS spoken Word.
Thus, the End of a

word, something,
which was it’s beginning, in which the end
is embedded, and being fulfilled every step
of the way to the fullness realized as and at
the end which is that
which supports and
establishes HIS spoken WORD!!! Amen.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
people say to you: There is no
life after you die? OR all people go to heaven, not only
Christians? That would be
great, but it is not so. JESUS
said so: John 14:6, Acts 4:12;
but all are invited: John 3:16.
All covenants of all time have
been through THE SON of
GOD, for The very Word: Breet
= covenant, in Hebrew, dePage 1

mands The Following CHRISTOlogicall Interpretation: THE
SON’s work of Covenant on
The Cross. Thus, all covenants
are through THE SON, and if
someone was faithful to that
Covenant, they will be in heaven; as evidenced in Matthew
8:11, where “YESHUA HIMSELF says that Abraham and
Isaac and Jacob will recline
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with HIM in The Kingdom of
The Heavens. They were Jews.
They lived long before The
New Testament of The First
Century; but they believed in
HIM through The Covenant
that they were given and were
faithful to That Light through
which they came to know HIM
and accept HIM; HalleluYAH!
GOD is Awesome.
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Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

